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10 order to find a pragmatic solution for the problem of termino
logy control in alphabetical subject catalogs and also to avoid 
rather dogmatic discussions of pros and cons of standardization, 
this paper pursues the idea of having patterns generated from 
the topical and terminological requirements of certain scientific 
disciplines. These patterns provide a structured set of fixed in
dexing terms, which will have to be complemented with free 
terms to achieve flexible and adequate indexing. An exemplary 
pattern is generated (from literary scholarship and criticism) 
and applied to Shakespeare studies. (Author) 

1 .  Focus: The Alphabetical Subject Catalog 

The alphabetical subject catalog of the traditional type, 
based on precoordinated subject-headings printed on 
cards, is still a common feature in academic libraries, 
despite severe attacks to which it has been subjected 
in recent yearsl. This is due not only to the numerous 
data bases2, which are no longer limited to the sciences3, 
but also to the fallacies inherent in the rules for and, 
consequently, the pratice of the traditional subject cata
log. 

The treatment of topical subject headings is a deci
sive one. Among the five general types of subject head
ings (personal, geographical, temporal, formal, topical) 
all but the last do not present other than formal prob
lems of conception. The topical headings ("Sach- Schlag
worter", to use the more expressive German term), how
ever, are often underestimated, if not neglected at all, in 
the relevant rules as far as problems of conception and 
terminology control are concerned. Neither the estab
lished US or German rules nor the recently completed 
new German ones are very much enlightening4, Al
though there is no disagreement that topical subject 
headings form nothing less than the essential part of the 
subject catalogS, no attempt is made in any rules to 
provide precise information, more precise, anyway, than 
giving recommendations of the rather general and unob
liging kind, as to take the commonly used terminology 
of academic disciplines as the basis of indexing". Neither 
librarians nor, for that matter, users will gain any profit 
from the advice to consult the relevant researchers them-· 
selves, should the attempts to conceive subject headings 
lead to nowhere 7. 

These critical remarks refer to the rather unspecific 
role of scientific terminology in the process of indexing' 
as well as to the indexer's somewhat individual turn to 
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"his" specialists or "her" encyclopaedias. For the librar
ian, it must be difficult to apply straight principles to his 
indexing and to the user indexing of this kind is hardly 
transparent at all. It is inevitably prone to the same 
danger that is threatening classification which, in S.R. 
Ranganathan's opinion, " ... should not he dependent 
on the discretion of an individual classifier in an indi
vidual library"s. 

The obvious alternative, having subject headings pre
scribed, possibly . to the extent of standard lists, has 
never been very popular in German speaking countries. 
Nevertheless, standardization has sometimes been con
sidered appropriate in shared cataloging projects'. 
Efforts towards that aim did not lead anywhere, how
ever, for the reason that the Library of Congress List of 
Subject Headings had almost every time been referred 
to as the exemplary liseo. Beside severe translation 
problems there are indisputable frailties in the LC list, 
which have been outlined unmistakably by US library 
science, concerning both formal inconsistencies as well 
as conceptional insufficienciesll . Moreover, LC indexing 
often got on the losing side in competition with free 
indexing systems, PRECIS for instancel2. All this did 
not contribute to popularize standard indexing. After 
all, the LC recently closed their own alphabetical subject 
catalogl3. 

Is it not, therefore, a considerable advantage of tra
ditional German rules to do without standard subject 
headings straight away? Such a provision, however, is 
rather a blessing in disguise, for the theoretic possibility 
of achieving more precise an indexing than the LC does 
not avoid the fallacies already mentioned. 

2. Objective: Terminology Control via Pattern Indexing 

The best way to reconcile the extreme positions, per
sistence in free indexing vs. demand of comprehensive 
standardization, may lead via the reduction of both 
subject matter and extent of standardization itself. 
Rather than trying to introduce an overall standardiza
tion it seems more feasible to isolate significant branches 
of certain disciplines. This will help a more detailed 
discussion of pros and cons of standardization. Besides, 
looking closely at the indexing requirements of indi
vidual disciplines may in turn be a rew�rding experience, 
since it may strengthen the hitherto superficial links 
between indexing practice and research 14. 

Limiting our approach to the humanities, an example 
is easily found in literary studies. In contrast to the 
sciences, they are characte.rized by a very high degree 
of personally oriented studies, i.e. studies devoted to 
life and works of an individual author. It might, there
fore, be useful to examine an outstanding example, also 
with respect to possible standardizations. The very 
example, obviously, is Shakespeare, because even in 
years not marked by any Shakespearean anniversary 
he is the author who is the subject of most literary· 
scholarship and criticism, not only as far as English 
studies are concerned. Apart from the quantitative point 
the example of Shakespeare studies must be attributed a 
prominent, almost paradigmatic position in our ap
proach because of the numerous works, diverse genres, 
complex subject matter and the multitude of critical 
opinion offered during the history of Shakespeare 
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research15. This attitude is in accordance with, for 
example, the Library of Congress: when it comes to the 
conception of subject headings covering literary authors, 
Shakespeare has for decades been the gUidelinel6, 

A recently published, comparative study of indexing 
Shakespeare studies in Anglo·American general and sub· 
ject bibliographies investigated major areas of indexing, 
such as biographical studies, criticism of single works or 
genres, Shakespeare's sources and his reception, the cri
tical discourse on central generic aspects of Shake
speare's works (language and dramatic art). The study 
lead to the question whether there would be any help in 
having standardized items to rely on while indexing 
Shakespeare studies17 

With regard to the prevailing criticism of the LC list 
there can be no point in copying or applying LC strate· 
gies in general, particularly not if the indexing is done in 
a language other than English. What is at stake, then, is 
a kind of pattern, basically formed by a certain number 
of standardized subject headings, points fixes as it were, 
Which would have to be complemented by free indexing 
terms. 

It must be pointed out immediately that the ap' 
proach explained below can hardly be more than a pro· 
posal, an outline of an indexing method. It has not yet 
been tested in practice, and it would be imposturous to 
pretend more, either for the Shakespearean example or 
for its suggested paradigmatic aspect. 

The approach is stimulated by what has become to 
be labeled "convergence theory

,,18, meaning the conver
gence and mutual prevasion of content-oriented classifi
catory and formal alphabetical catalog structures. AI· 
though several examples of convergence have already 
been described, for instance the classification of particu
lar sections in an alphabetical subject catalog, the possi· 
bilities of further, Le. more comprehensive classification 
of alphabetical subject catalogs do not appear to be 
completely exhausted. 

3. Method: Generation of Pattern 

Two critical points are concerned: the conception of 
indexing terms themselves as well as the systematic con
nection of subject headings. The basic methodological 
issue of Our approach is derived precisely from a com
bination of these points. Any attempt at standardiza
tion of subject headings must be aware of the question, 
which systematic categories are to be distinguished in 
any given field of research, for instance in literary stu
dies. Or, to ask the same question from the point of the 
reader, can his/her questions or research strategies be 
subsumed under categories of that kind? 

Even without a detailed reflexion on the theory of 
literature we may safely argue that there are indeed such 
categories. A classic title, Rene Wellek's and Austin 
Warren's Theory of literature, although published back 
in 1949, definitely points at "language", "genre", and 
"content,

,19. These signal fundamental subject (and, 
therefore, indexing) matters of literature, the material 
and aesthetic constitution of literary works, their rela
tion to works comparable with respect to content or 
form and their thematic aspects. The content/form 
dichotomy, outdated in literary theory20, still serves a 
heuristic. purpose, because form and content aspects can 
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be differentiated with reference to retrieval (and, there· 
for, indexing) strategies. 

On this elementary level it is necessary, though, to 
distinguish between two semantic aspects of "genre,,21. 
Leaving the term "genre" itself for the fundamental 
generic typology (dramatic, epic/narrative, lyric art)", 
the term "form" shall be applied to groups of certain 
works of an author, for which generic concepts and 
terms have become accepted. "Form" terms may not 
only differ from the trias of "genre" terms, they usually 
have to be more precise23. 

The four concepts mentioned are of paramount im
portance, although they cannot comprehend all aspects: 
formes), genre, language, themes. They refer directly 
towards the literary works themselves, being "intrin
sic" in the received terminology24, and must be comple
mented by "extrinsic" categories: the author him/her· 
self (biography); the author and his/her works in the 
process of literary history, relating both to literary and 
other sources as well as to aspects of influence or appre
ciation (reception); the scholarly and critical debate 
incited by these works, concerning the constitution of 
the text as the very basis of literary research (textual 
criticism), the probably divergent methodological 
approaches applied and finally the historical dimension 
of the critical discourse itself (methodological history). 

We have thus sketched the basic categories of index
ing literary studies. They form a preliminary stage of 
primary subheads2S of literary author headings: 

N.N./ Bibliography 
Language 
Literary Forms 
Literary Genres 
Methodological Approaches 
Methodological History 
Reception 
Sources 
Textual Criticism 
Themes26 

This pattern is still provisional because the subheads 
covering literary forms relevant for the author in ques
tion as well as the corresponding subheads covering lite
rary genres have yet to be incorporated. The categories 
of Literary Form/Literary Genre primarily serve a ref· 
erence function to the author's virtual literary forms (Le. ' 
groups of works) and the corresponding literary genres. 
The form terms can hardly be standardized since they 
naturally vary among the oeuvres of different authors, 
and the terms themselves are, of course, subject to change 
according to research results and critical opinion. Conse
quently, they will be free indexing terms, being arranged 
on the same primary level as the subheads formed by the 
titles of the author's single works. There must also be 
references from "Literary Genre" to the virtual cate� 
gories of tlle genre-typological kind relevant to the 
author (dramatic, epic/narrative, lyric art), which also 
become primary subheads. 

The treatment of the form/genre headings and the 
pattern itself indicate the basic concern of our approach, 
not only to standardize subject headings of which it is 
indeed trite to say they are relative, but above all to pro· 
vide an indexing method which is structurally transpa· 
rent to the user. 
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4. The Shakespearean Example 
To apply all this to Shakespeare, it is necessary to in
clude into the basic pattern (see below, left column) the 
form/genre terms and references relevant to Shakespeare 
(middle column)2'. The transformation of the standard 
basic pattern into the standard Shakespeare pattern 
(right column) reveals that the structures determining 
subject matter and indexing of literary studies remain 
identical (title-entries, also on the primary subhead level, 
are omitted because of limited space): 

N.N./Biography 
Language 
Literary Forms 

sec also Comedies 

Literary Gemes 

Histories 
Poems 
Problem Playsl8 
Roman Plays 
Romances29 
Sonnets30 
Tragedies 

see Dramatic Art 
Epic Art 
Lyric Art 

Methodological Approaches 
Methodological History 
Reception 
Sources 
Textual Criticism 
Themes 

Shakespeare/Biography 
Comedies 
Drama tic Art 
Epic Art 
Histories 
Language 
Literary Forms 
Literary Genres 
Lyric Art 
Method. Approaches 
Method. History 
Poems 
Problem Plays 
Reception 
Roman Plays 
Romances 

Sonnets 
Sources 
Text. Criticism 
Themes 
Tragedies 

The subsequent step will make obvious that the elements 
of the standard Shakespeare pattern are subhead-com
plexes rather than isolated subheads. For it will be ne
cessary to enlarge them on a further, secondary level, 
using variable combinations of free and standardized 
terms to achive adequate and transparent indexing of 
Shakespeare studies31 . 

Postponing the discussion of subdividing the com
plex of Literary Forms and the author-title-entries (such 
as Shakespeare/Macbeth/ . .  .), the focus will be, first of 
all, on the following categories (again, I would like to 
stress that all this is meant to propose an indexing 
method, not to document an indexing practice): 
1 .  Biography: Only free indexing terms should be taken 
as secondary subheads, in order to avoid schematic 
listings of little expression or even confusing arrange
mene2 - a mere period subdivision possibly being the 
best solution. 
2. Language: The terms assembled below were selected 
with particular reference to Shakespeare the dramatist. 
It goes without saying that they have to be modified and 
complemented by representative headings of epic/narra
tive and lyric art. The following terms, then, may tenta
tively be taken as standard secondary subheads to lan
guage (read: Shakespeare/Language/N.N.):33 

Dialect, Grammar, Idomatic Expres�ions, Imagery, Irony, Pro
nunciation, Prose, Punctuation, Puns, Rhetoric, Rhythm, Se
mantics, Special Subjects (see 10.), Speech Acts, Style, Syntax, 
Translation, Verse, Vocabulary. 

3. Literary Genres: As before, the focus is on Shake
speare's dramatic art, because it seems the only genre to 
allow for sufficient explanation of our approach. Tenta-
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tively again, the following terms may be taken as stan
dard secondary subheads (read again: Shakespeare/ 
Dramatic Art/N.N.):34 

Act, Aside, Audience, Character, Conflict, Dialog, Disguise, Dra
matic Imagery, Ending, Illusion, Monolog, Music, Play-Within-A
Play, Plot, Prolog/Epilog, Role-Play, Scene, Setting, Soliloquy, 
Special Subjects (see 10.), Time. 

4. Methodological Approaches: In contrast to most pre
vailing indexing practice further differentiation of 
methodological approaches must be provided35• The 
following list might suffice for a provisional survey of 
approaches in Shakespeare criticism (as before, read: 
Shakespeare/Methodological Approaches/N.N.): 

Biography, Deconstruction, Feminism, Formalism, Hermeneu
tics, Historicism, Marxism, Psychology, Reader-Response, Semio
tics, Structuralism. 

Differentiations of this kind are quite difficult some
times because of inherent value problems. Nevertheless, 
the almost indeterminable number of Shakespeare stu
dies must be classified according to methodological ap
proaches, unless the reader shall be left with most gene
ral and pointless terms such as ��Criticism and Interpre
tation" and the like36. 
5. Methodological History: Only free indexing terms 
should be taken, possibly accompanied by period sub
divisions. 
6. Reception: It  may be helpful to divide this complex 
by classifying its contents roughly into geographical and 
subject aspects of literary reception: 

(1) Alphabet of countries (for general studies) 
(2) Alphabet of aspects (arts, music, theatre, etc. - free terms 

only)S7. 

7. Sources: As with Biography, only free indexing terms 
should be taken. 
8. Textual Criticism: See above. 
9. Themes: In order to preserve the "infinite _ variety" 
of thematic Shakespeare criticism only free indexing 
terms should be taken. This seems feasible because the
matic subheads will no longer be dispersed all over the 
alphabet of Shakespeare subheads, but concentrated at a 
single spot38. 
10. Special Subjects: This category, which has already 
been mentioned several times, is to be understood as an 
attempt to deal with those objections denying tlle use 
and the feasibility of any kind of standardization. There 
will indeed be various cases proving the elements of a 
standard list to be not sufficient to index certain titles 
as adequately as it could be done with free indexing. 
Mediation between standardized and free indexing can, 
however, be attempted in such a way, as to leave con
siderable areas for free indexing while basically relying 
on a pattern of certain standardized items (see: Bio
graphy, Methodological History, Sources, Textual Cri
ticism, Themes). Moreover, free indexing terms can 
also be provided on the secondary subhead level, com
plementing a set of standardized terms. If, for instance, 
there is a complex such as "Dramatic Art", why not 
introduce a term like "Special Subjects" for free index
ing of special, in a sense additional, aspects of puhlica-
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tions? After all, such a subhead may also be provided on 
the primary subhead level39 

It is, of course, a pity to have a category like this in 
the middle, as it were, of the other subheads. It would 
be more appropriate to have it at the end to underline 
the additional character of items assembled here. But the 
English language apparently does not yield to any term 
or phrase meeting that requirement40, 

Categories of this kind can easily acquire the dreaded 
status of asylums known from classification practice. But 
whether this really happens will depend on the quality 
of the standardized categories, providing comprehension 
and distinctiveness at the same time. 

The conclude our pattern, the final step is made by 
describing how to handle author-title-entries (say, 
Shakespeare/Macbeth/N.N.) and author-farm-entries 
(Shakespeare/Tragedies/N.N.). The basic structures of 
our standard pattern as well as the generic references and 
the subhead complexes remain valid on the secondary 
level, too, and can be transformed into analogous author
title and author-form patterns, differing from each other 
only as far as the fundamental literary genre (dramatic, 
epic/narrative, lyric art) is concerned. If further subdivi
sion is required (as will be, oif one thinks of the number 
of titles devoted to single plays), the subdivisions sug
gested above (standard as well as free terms) can be 
applied: 

Shakespeare/Tragedies 

Shakespeare/Macbeth/Dramatic Art/or 
Language 
Methodological Approaches 
Methodological History 
Reception 
Sources 
Special Subjects 
Textual Criticism 
Themes 

/see 3. 
/see 2. 
/see 4. 
/see 5. 
/see 6. 
/see 7. 
/see 10, 
/see 8. 
/sec 9. 

As for epic/narrative or lyric forms or works, their subdi· 
vision patterns differ only with respect to the replace
ment of "Dramatic Art" in the above pattern and, con· 
sequently, changes in the alphabetical order of sub
heads. 

TlUs pattern was developed in the process of analys
ing indexing methods applied to Shakespeare studies. It 
will, however, be possible to index other than Shake
spearean studies by making use of this pattern. For it 
does no more than provide a standard outline of index· 
ing literary authors, The free indexing sections, notably 
the repeated "Special Subjects", support indexing of 
other authors without giving away the requirements of 
research adequacy. It would, of course, be desirable to 
see the "dramatic" example complemented by examples 
considering those genre complexes omitted in this paper 
and, as a result, to have the inevitable and compulsory 
rnodifications applied to the subject heading "Langnage". 
Here, it could only be sketched and, what is more, with 
exclusive reference to Shakespeare the dramatist. 

There can be no doubt about the simplifications and 
shortcomings inherent in, what might by now be called, 
pattern indexing. With regard to the generally reduced 
function of subject catalogs in research libraries, where 
they mainly serve as an "entrance'\ an initial step, to a 
retrieval" we may suggest that indexing standardizations 
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of the kind described with reference to Shakespeare pre
cisely support this reduced function of the subject cata-
10g4l . If this reduction is accepted and underlined by an 
indexing practice securing homogeneity and transparen· 
ce without having to renounce at flexibility, the subject 
catalog, despite the traditional concept and the critical 
voices, will continue to play its role in academic librar
ies. 
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lar titles of reception studies, say Shakespeare in Germany, 
Shakespeare on the American stage, etc. Personal aspects of 
reception (e.g. Dr. Johnson on Shakespeare) may be neglect
ed here, because personal subject headings (in this case pri
mary subheads to Shakespeare) do not present problems. 

38 For a critical survey of recent thematic studies on Shake
speare's plays see R. Levin, New readings vs. old plays: recent 
trends in the reinterpretation of English renaissance drama 
(Chicago 1979). 

39 Cf. the model, the PRECIS element "Special Subjects! 
Special Themes" in the BNB. 

40 The German language does, though, if you think of a term 
like Zusdtzliche Aspekte at the very end of almost any given 
set of standardised items. 

41 See the results of a recent user study, Benutzerverhalten 
an deutschen Hochschulbibliotheken. Ed. K.W. Neubauer 
(Miinchen 1979): they prove high usage of alphabetic subject 
catalogs (p. 243, p. 278f.), particularly among students read
ing humanities (p. 247). They clearly indicate that beginners 
tend to use these catalogs to a much higher degree than ad
vanced students (p. 277). 
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